1. Introduction
===============

Within the Born--Oppenheimer approximation, a molecular wavefunction is factorized as a product of an electronic part, which is the solution of the electronic Schrödinger equation, and a vibro-rotational one, which is the solution of the nuclear Schrödinger equation in the potential energy surface (PES) generated by sampling the eigenvalues of the electronic Schrödinger equation for different geometries.

The nuclear Schrödinger equation is usually solved in two steps, in analogy with its electronic counterpart. A single-particle basis (the basis functions are called, in this case, modals) is obtained either by the harmonic approximation applied to the PES or from a vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF)[@cit1]--[@cit4] calculation. Vibrational anharmonic correlations are added *a-posteriori* with perturbative[@cit5],[@cit6] or variational approaches. The latter include Vibrational Configuration Interaction (VCI)[@cit7]--[@cit10] and Vibrational Coupled Cluster (VCC)[@cit11],[@cit12] and deliver highly-accurate anharmonic energies. Unlike perturbation theories, the accuracy of VCI and VCC can be systematically improved, but their applicability is limited to small molecules with up to about 10 atoms due to their unfavorable scaling with system size. This unfavorable scaling can be tamed either by pruning the VCI basis limiting, for instance, the maximum degree of excitation, or with precontraction algorithms.[@cit13]--[@cit15] Such simplifications make calculations feasible for systems with up to 15--20 atoms. Alternatively, the computational cost of VCI can be reduced with non-linear wavefunction parametrizations. This is the case, for example, of the vibrational Density Matrix Renormalization Group (vDMRG)[@cit16],[@cit17] which encodes the wavefunction as a matrix product state,[@cit18] or of VCC.[@cit11]

The emerging development of quantum computers has refreshed the prospect of computing energies of large molecules by leveraging the exponentially-large multi-qubit Hilbert space. However, current quantum computers based on superconducting qubits technology have limited coherence times (≈100 μs) and sizable gate error rates (≈2 × 10^--2^ for a two-qubit gate),[@cit19],[@cit20] restricting the possible number of operations that can be executed to evolve a quantum state. Under these limitations, hybrid quantum-classical algorithms are the most promising route to calculate molecular energies on quantum hardware. In particular, the ground state energy of a general Hamiltonian can be obtained with quantum circuits of relatively low depth (*i.e.*, a small number of operations) with the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE).[@cit21]--[@cit24] The VQE has already been applied in hardware calculation of the electronic ground state of small molecules[@cit25],[@cit26] and can also be extended to excited states.[@cit27],[@cit28]

Despite the extensive work on the applications of VQE to the solution of the electronic Schrödinger equation, the extension to vibrational calculations has not yet been fully investigated. Molecular vibrations are described by Bose--Einstein statistics and, therefore, the modal basis must be mapped to the qubits by preserving such symmetry. Moreover, any many-body expansion of a *L*-mode PES, contains, in principle, up to *L*-body coupling terms.[@cit29],[@cit30] The potential energy operator of the nuclear Schrödinger equation is therefore much more complex than the pairwise Coulomb interaction of the electronic Schrödinger equation. McArdle *et al.*[@cit31] adapted the VQE to find the ground state of vibrational Hamiltonians of small molecules on a universal quantum computer based on the unitary extension of the VCC theory (UVCC). In particular, they represent vibrational levels with the so-called compact mapping (the problem of mapping bosonic states to qubits has also been discussed in details in a recent work[@cit32]). Two key limitations hinder the application of the theory presented in [@cit31] to complex vibrational Hamiltonians. First, the algorithm can be applied only to vibrational ground states and, therefore, does not allow to access vibrational excitation energies that are key for vibrational spectroscopy. Second, it approximates the PES as power series of Cartesian-based normal modes, which relies on harmonic-oscillator eigenfunctions as basis functions. This is an important limitation in the case of strongly anharmonic molecules, whose PES is represented by highly non-compact Taylor expansions. For these systems, the VSCF modals will lead instead to more compact VCC and VCI expansions.

In the present paper, we design a general framework for the calculation of vibrational structures with a quantum algorithm. We introduce the qubit encoding of the vibrational levels based on the generalized second quantization representation[@cit11],[@cit33] of the nuclear Schrödinger equation that enables the potential to be expressed as a general *n*-mode expansion.[@cit30] We then discuss the parametrization of the vibrational wavefunction introducing a new quantum circuit *Ansatz* as a compact approximation of UVCC. We emphasize that, although UCC has mostly been applied in electronic-structure calculations[@cit34]--[@cit37] and its extension to vibrational quantum computation has hardly been explored,[@cit31] its use for the solution of the vibronic problem is very promising. We discuss how vibrational excited states can be targeted with equation-of-motion (EOM)-based UVCC algorithms.[@cit27] Finally, we also discuss the scaling of the UVCC resources in terms of qubits and gate counts as a function of the molecular size and show the resources necessary to compute the vibrational structure of molecules with up to five atoms. The proposed framework offers us the possibility to estimate the hardware requirements that will allow to reach quantum advantage over classical vibrational-structure calculations using near-term quantum computers.

2. Theory
=========

2.1. Second quantization theories for molecular vibrations
----------------------------------------------------------

The real-space representation of the Watson Hamiltonian for the *L* modes of a molecular system can be written aswhere *Q*~*l*~ are the harmonic mass-weighted normal coordinates and the Coriolis couplings[@cit38],[@cit39] have been neglected. ![](d0sc01908a-t2.jpg){#ugt2} must be mapped to an operator that acts on the states of a given set of *N*~q~ qubits in order to calculate its eigenfunctions on quantum hardware. In electronic structure calculations, the mapping is achieved by expressing the non-relativistic electronic Hamiltonian in second quantization, *i.e.* by projecting it onto the complete set of antisymmetrized occupation number vectors (ONV) generated by a given (finite) set of orbitals. To encode the vibrational Hamiltonian of eqn (1) in a second quantization form defined in eqn (10), we expand the potential *V*(*Q*~1~, ..., *Q*~*L*~) with the *n*-body expansion,[@cit29],[@cit30] as follows:where *V*~0~ is the electronic energy of the reference geometry, the one-mode term *V*^\[*l*\]^(*Q*~*l*~) represents the variation of the PES upon change of the *l*-th normal coordinate from the equilibrium position, *i.e.*

Similarly, the two-body potential *V*^\[*l*,*m*\]^(*Q*~*l*~, *Q*~*m*~) represents the change in the exact PES upon a displacement along the *l*-th and *m*-th coordinates, *i.e.*We highlight that *V*^\[*l*\]^ and *V*^\[*m*\]^ must be subtracted in the definition of *V*^\[*l*,*m*\]^(*Q*~*l*~, *Q*~*m*~) to avoid the double-counting of the one-mode potentials.[@cit30] The exact representation of a PES for an *L*-mode system requires an *L*-body expansion. In most cases, including terms up to four-body in the *L*-body expansion is sufficient to obtain an accuracy of about 1--2 cm^--1^.[@cit40]--[@cit42]

A representation of eqn (1) that is suitable to encode on a quantum computer can be obtained with the so-called canonical quantization[@cit38] that maps the *l*-th normal coordinate *Q*~*l*~ and its conjugate momentum *P*~*l*~ to a pair of bosonic creation and annihilation operators (*a*+*l* and *a*~*l*~) defined aswhere the *a*+*l*/*a*~*l*~ operators are defined as

Each index of the ONV \|*n*~1~...*n*~*L*~〉 is associated to a mode and is associated to a mode and *n*~*l*~ is the degree of excitation of the *l*-th mode. Different vibrational-structure methods have been derived based on this canonical representation,[@cit43],[@cit44] including VCC,[@cit45]--[@cit48] although it is not flexible enough to target strongly anharmonic systems. In this formalism the PES *V*(*Q*~1~, ..., *Q*~*L*~) is expressed as a power series to encode it in a second quantization format based on eqn (5). In addition, the operators of eqn (6) imply that the reference basis set for every mode *l* is composed by harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions. However, such a basis does not lead to a compact representation of vibrational wavefunctions for strongly anharmonic systems for which modals obtained, for instance, from VSCF[@cit1],[@cit49] are better suited. The choice of the modal basis may become critical, for instance, when studying high-energy X--H stretching (X being a generic nucleus different from H) modes that are strongly coupled with bending vibrations. Crittenden and co-workers[@cit50] highlighted that 10 basis functions are not sufficient to obtain converged VCI energies for C--H stretching modes based on the harmonic reference. Conversely, Bowman and co-workers[@cit51] demonstrated for the same system that converged VCI energies can be obtained with only 6 VSCF modals.

A more flexible second quantization form is the so-called *n*-mode representation introduced by Christiansen.[@cit52] Instead of labelling each basis function with a single integer, as in eqn (6), we expand each mode *l* into a basis of *N*~*l*~ modals (labelled as *i*~1~...*i*~*N*~*l*~~) which generates an ONV basis for that mode. Let us consider the following, general VCI expansionwhere each mode *l* is described by the *N*~*l*~-dimensional basis set *S*~*l*~ defined asThe many-body basis function ![](d0sc01908a-t8.jpg){#ugt8} can be encoded as an ONV as

The full ONV is then given by the expression in eqn (9) where different ONV subspaces are separated by a comma. For each ONV space, we sort the modals in decreasing order of energy. Each mode is described by one and only one basis function, therefore the occupation of each ONV subspace is one.

Based on the representation given in eqn (9), we introduce a pair of creation and annihilation operators per mode *l* and per basis function *k*~*l*~ defined as:with

This formalism was introduced for VCC[@cit11] and later applied to the multi-configurational time-dependent Hartree method.[@cit33] The second quantization form of eqn (1) obtained by expressing the potential as in eqn (2) reads[@cit52]

Unlike its electronic-structure counterpart, eqn (12) contains in general coupling terms higher than two-body. Therefore, the number of Pauli terms to be evaluated on the quantum computer scales as ![](d0sc01908a-t12.jpg){#ugt12} for a *n*-body truncation, where *N* is the overall number of modals. We highlight that any PES can be encoded in the *n*-mode second quantization format provided that the integrals of the PES over the modals are available. Eqn (12) is therefore not restricted to PESs expressed as a power series.

2.2. Wavefunction parametrization
---------------------------------

The second quantization formalism introduced in the previous section allows one to express the VCI expansion in terms of ONVs constructed with modals that do not rely on the harmonic approximation. The encoding of such ONVs on a quantum computer is straightforward if based on a one-to-one correspondence between modals and qubits. This mapping extends the "direct mapping" of [@cit31] beyond harmonic reference basis sets. The *N*~*l*~ modals for a given mode *l* are represented by a *N*~*l*~-qubit register. We sort the modals in decreasing order of energy. Therefore, the lowest-energy configuration is represented by the reference ONV state \|0~1~...1~*N*~1~~, 0~1~...1~*N*~2~~, ..., 0~1~...1~*N*~*L*~~〉 and is obtained by applying an and is obtained by applying an *X* gate on the first qubit of each mode register initialized in the vacuum state. The correlated wavefunction is obtained from this reference state by applying a set of excitation operators defined by a given wavefunction *Ansatz*. We note that a bosonic ONV can be represented with a smaller number of qubits by adopting the compact mapping proposed in the literature.[@cit31],[@cit32] However, the representation of the elementary raising and lowering operators within such mapping is more complex than in the direct one leading to an increase in the circuit depth and in the number of terms in the Hamiltonian. As we will highlight in the following, current hardware limitations impose short circuit depths because of the accumulation of gate errors, while the possibility of executing gates in parallel favours the use of more qubits. For this reason, in all cases discussed in this work we will adopt the direct mapping of the vibrational modes.

In VQE-based electronic-structure quantum-computing two main strategies are available to prepare the wavefunction. The first is based on the CC method and, more precisely, on its unitary formulation (UCC). It provides an intuitive expansion of the wavefunction in terms of excitation operators controlled by an efficiently parametrized circuit.[@cit21],[@cit53]--[@cit55] However, this circuit comprises a large number of 2-qubit gates (CNOT gates) and, hence, its practical use is limited by coherence time and the gate error rates. The second approach does not have a classical equivalent and is tailored to quantum hardware. A heuristic wavefunction *Ansatz* is built concatenating parametrized single-qubit rotations and entangling blocks.[@cit25],[@cit54] The number of parameters can be increased by repeating the same set of operations (but with independent parameters) *d* times (where *d* refers to the circuit depth) to reach the desired accuracy for the ground state energy.

The same strategies can be followed for preparing vibrational wavefunctions. The UVCC circuit can be obtained from the unitary version of the VCC[@cit11],[@cit31] *Ansatz*:where \|*Ψ*~ref~〉 is the reference ONV. is the reference ONV. ![](d0sc01908a-t14.jpg){#ugt14} is the cluster operator (and ![](d0sc01908a-t15.jpg){#ugt15} its adjoint) expressed here up to second order aswith while (*h*~*l*~, *k*~*l*~) and (*h*~*m*~, *k*~*m*~) label couple of modals for the modes *l* and *m*, respectively. The bosonic operators ![](d0sc01908a-t19.jpg){#ugt19} and *a*~*k*~*l*~~ (see eqn (10)) are mapped to the Pauli operators ![](d0sc01908a-t20.jpg){#ugt20} and ![](d0sc01908a-t21.jpg){#ugt21}, respectively. In this way, the exponential operator of eqn (13) can be factorized with a Trotter expansion and expressed as a product of quantum gates. Compared to the fermion-to-qubit mappings used in electronic-structure calculations (where the antisymmetry of the wavefunction is encoded in the circuit by applying for instance the Jordan Wigner transformation[@cit56]) the circuit depth for the implementation of the UVCC *Ansatz* is greatly reduced. It is interesting to note here that the gate representation of the ![](d0sc01908a-t22.jpg){#ugt22} and *a*~*k*~*l*~~ operators is more complex in the previously mentioned compact mapping, in which the qubit representation of the *n*-th modal is obtained *via* the binary representation of *n*. Although *N*~*l*~ modals would be represented by log~2~(*N*~*l*~) qubits, instead of *N*~*l*~ qubits as in the direct mapping, the representation of the ![](d0sc01908a-t23.jpg){#ugt23} operators would require *N*~*l*~ elementary gates leading in general to deeper circuits for the conventional numbers of modals per mode.

Among the heuristic circuits designed for electronic structure calculation,[@cit25],[@cit54] we consider here the SwapRZ *Ansatz* defined aswithwhere we use the notation *X*~*i*~ and *Y*~*i*~ for the *σ*~*x*~ and *σ*~*y*~ Pauli matrices acting on qubit *i* and *N*~q~ is the overall number of qubits. In addition, two layers of single-qubit *R*~*z*~ rotations parametrized by an extra set of 2*N*~q~ angles are applied before and after the entangler block, which encodes the expansion in eqn (17). The SwapRZ circuit ensures that the expansion for \|*Ψ*′′〉 is made of ONVs with is made of ONVs with *L* and only *L* occupied modals. However, since the circuit also entangles pair of qubits describing modals belonging to different modes, this procedure does not ensure that a single modal per mode will be occupied. This is not the case for UVCC with ![](d0sc01908a-t26.jpg){#ugt26} where single excitations are confined to the modal space of the same mode (see eqn (15)). Simultaneous excitations of two different modes (as those included in ![](d0sc01908a-t27.jpg){#ugt27}) are not explicitly captured by the SwapRZ *Ansatz* with depth 1 and, therefore, we expect that deeper circuits are required to accurately represent the wavefunction.

Another strategy proposed in the context of electronic structure[@cit54] is to build the circuit from a layer of *R*~*y*~ and *R*~*z*~ rotations on each qubit followed by a block of CNOT gates entangling all qubits. We refer to the resulting circuit as RYRZ. Note that rotations around the *Y* axis of each qubit induce a change in both the overall modals occupation and the individual occupation of each mode.

To constrain the optimization to the correct symmetry subspace, both SwapRZ and RYRZ heuristic circuits must be combined to a modified Hamiltonian ![](d0sc01908a-t28.jpg){#ugt28} where a penalty function is added to increase the energy of the states with unphysical occupation,[@cit54]where *μ* is a parameter with a value that must be large enough to penalize the symmetry violation of the *Ansatz* and the number operator ![](d0sc01908a-t30.jpg){#ugt30} for mode *l* is defined as

In the next section we will show that the optimization of the wavefunction is much more efficient with the UVCC *Ansatz* than with the heuristic ones. Therefore, it is desirable to derive a quantum circuit inspired by UVCC that involves a smaller number of CNOT gates, and hence is more suited for near-term quantum calculations.

Given the current coherence time and gate error rates, it is challenging to include double excitations within the UVCC circuit. In fact, each element of ![](d0sc01908a-t32.jpg){#ugt32} can be decomposed as:

Therefore, the corresponding quantum circuit obtained after exponentiation of the operator given in eqn (21) and its Trotterization contains 8 × 6 CNOT gates per excitation.

Combining the considerations above, we propose to approximate the UVCCSD circuit with a more compact heuristic *Ansatz* that we name Compact Heuristic for Chemistry (CHC). This circuit exploits the fact that the relationsandhold for indices *m*, *n* and *i*, *j* corresponding to occupied and unoccupied modals in the reference state, respectively. In the above equations, corresponding to occupied and unoccupied modals in the reference state, respectively. In the above equations, 〈*a*+*ia*~*m*~*Ψ*~ref~\| and \| and 〈*a*+*ia*+*ja*~*n*~*a*~*m*~*Ψ*~ref~\| are the single configuration states obtained by exciting a particle in the reference state from modal *m* to *i* and from modals *m* and *n* to *i* and *j*, respectively. However, we found out numerically that the relative phase of the resulting states (exact *versus* approximated) differs. To correct for this phase difference, we introduce the compact circuits *Um*,*i*s(*θim*) and *Um*,*n*,*i*,*j*d(*θi*,*jm*,*n*), presented in [Fig. 1a and b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, respectively, for which the above relations becomeandfor variable parameters *θim* and *θi*,*jm*,*n*. The phase correction angles (see [Fig. 1a and b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) associated to the *R*~*z*~ gates preceding and following the entangling blocks were obtained by numerical optimization to match the UVCC matrix elements coupling the \|01 gates preceding and following the entangling blocks were obtained by numerical optimization to match the UVCC matrix elements coupling the \|01〉 and \|10〉 states (in the case of single excitations) and the \|0101〉 and \|1010〉 states (in the case of double excitations). An illustrative example is given in and \|10 gates preceding and following the entangling blocks were obtained by numerical optimization to match the UVCC matrix elements coupling the \|01〉 and \|10〉 states (in the case of single excitations) and the \|0101〉 and \|1010〉 states (in the case of double excitations). An illustrative example is given in states (in the case of single excitations) and the \|0101 gates preceding and following the entangling blocks were obtained by numerical optimization to match the UVCC matrix elements coupling the \|01〉 and \|10〉 states (in the case of single excitations) and the \|0101〉 and \|1010〉 states (in the case of double excitations). An illustrative example is given in and \|1010 gates preceding and following the entangling blocks were obtained by numerical optimization to match the UVCC matrix elements coupling the \|01〉 and \|10〉 states (in the case of single excitations) and the \|0101〉 and \|1010〉 states (in the case of double excitations). An illustrative example is given in states (in the case of double excitations). An illustrative example is given in [Fig. 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, where we plot the different entries of the excitation operators for the two wavefunction parametrizations; the matrix elements to match are highlighted with dashed lines. The shortcomings of CHC are related to the fact that the *Um*,*i*s(*θim*) and *Um*,*n*,*i*,*j*d(*θi*,*jm*,*n*) operators do not act as in the UVCC *Ansatz* outside the subspaces spanned by the states \|01 outside the subspaces spanned by the states \|01〉, \|10〉 and \|0101〉, \|1010〉, respectively, as highlighted in the example of , \|10 outside the subspaces spanned by the states \|01〉, \|10〉 and \|0101〉, \|1010〉, respectively, as highlighted in the example of and \|0101 outside the subspaces spanned by the states \|01〉, \|10〉 and \|0101〉, \|1010〉, respectively, as highlighted in the example of , \|1010 outside the subspaces spanned by the states \|01〉, \|10〉 and \|0101〉, \|1010〉, respectively, as highlighted in the example of , respectively, as highlighted in the example of [Fig. 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The matrix elements highlighted with dashed lines are identical for UVCC and CHC, however this does not hold for the other matrix elements. Since, in general, the *Um*,*i*s(*θim*) and *Um*,*n*,*i*,*j*d(*θi*,*jm*,*n*) operators are not directly applied to the reference state \|*Ψ*~ref~〉 (which by definition lies in the subspaces mentioned above) but rather on a superposition state generated by other excitations, their action can produce unphysical configurations with the wrong number of particles for each mode. For weakly correlated systems, we expect CHC to act very similarly to UVCC as the weight of the unphysical configurations will be negligible. However, this approximation deteriorates when working with strongly correlated systems, (which by definition lies in the subspaces mentioned above) but rather on a superposition state generated by other excitations, their action can produce unphysical configurations with the wrong number of particles for each mode. For weakly correlated systems, we expect CHC to act very similarly to UVCC as the weight of the unphysical configurations will be negligible. However, this approximation deteriorates when working with strongly correlated systems, *i.e.* with a VCI wavefunction that is not dominated by a single configuration. The decisive advantage of CHC is that the number of CNOT gates is reduced by approximately one order of magnitude compared to UVCC, allowing therefore the computation of larger systems. We note that the CHC *Ansatz* can be further improved (to better approximate the UVCC *Ansatz*) when combined with the non-unitary scheme described in [@cit50]. In this case, the wavefunction *Ansatz* is modified by applying a Jastrow operator as \|*Ψ*′′〉 = = *P*~J~\|*Ψ*〉. The projector can take the form . The projector can take the form *P*~*J*~ = e^*J*^ with ![](d0sc01908a-t39.jpg){#ugt39} where *λ* is a variational parameter, ![](d0sc01908a-t40.jpg){#ugt40} is the number operator, *N* is the total number of qubits and *L* the number of modes; this will project out states with occupation number ≠ *L*. The scaling and performance of the CHC circuit are presented in Section 3.1.

![(a) CHC circuit approximating an excitation of the type ![](d0sc01908a-t33.jpg){#ugt33}; (b) CHC circuit approximating an excitation of the type ![](d0sc01908a-t34.jpg){#ugt34}; (c) unitary matrices corresponding to a single (top) and a double (bottom) excitation with UVCC and the corresponding approximation by CHC with *R*~*z*~ rotation angle *θ* = π/4. The matrix elements are represented with a color according to the map ∈{--1 (blue) to 1 (red)}.](d0sc01908a-f1){#fig1}

2.3. Extension to excited states
--------------------------------

The calculation of the ground state is not sufficient for most vibrational-structure calculations for which vibrational excitation energies must also be considered. This is, for instance, the case of the simulation of vibrational spectra where absorption peaks are located at transition frequencies. Several quantum algorithms have recently been developed for the calculation of electronically excited states.[@cit27],[@cit57]--[@cit65] In particular, the quantum EOM (qEOM)[@cit27] and the Quantum Subspace Expansion (QSE)[@cit61] are straightforward extensions of the VQE algorithm as they do not require any modification of the quantum circuit for the ground state wavefunction, but rather the measurement of additional excitation operators expectation values. Their application in the calculation of the vibrational excited states is relatively simple since the corresponding excitation operators can be written as a product of bosonic raising and lowering operators and directly mapped in the qubit space. Because the qEOM algorithm is free from any approximation (whereas the QSE relies on the Tamm--Dancoff approximation) and directly leads to the transition energies (rather than absolute energies which are not size intensive),[@cit27] it becomes the method of choice for the calculation of the vibrational excited states. In this work, we write the excitation operators in terms of the second quantized operators defined in eqn (10) and (11) and straightforwardly map them to tensor products of Pauli operators. Note that the accuracy of qEOM can systematically be improved by increasing the maximum order of the excitation operators up to *L* in the case of a *L*-mode system. The inclusion of high order excitations (\>2) may become important for PESs that require the inclusion of three- and higher-order terms in the *n*-body expansion of eqn (2). This increases the size of the pseudo-eigenvalue problem and, therefore, the number of measurements to be performed on the quantum computer.

3. Results
==========

As an example system, we choose the carbon dioxide molecule, which is well studied with traditional approaches.[@cit66]--[@cit68] We also estimate the quantum computing resources needed for the simulation of two larger molecules, namely formaldehyde (H~2~CO) and formic acid (HCOOC).

3.1. Ground state calculations with state-of-the-art approaches
---------------------------------------------------------------

We study the UVCC, SwapRZ and RYRZ wavefunction approaches on the PES of CO~2~ defined by the bending and the symmetric stretching modes. We describe the system Hamiltonian in second quantization as in eqn (12) with two modals per mode where the reference modal basis (see eqn (8)) is obtained as eigenfunctions of the one-body Hamiltonian

One could include vibrational correlations in eqn (26) by introducing the averaged two- and higher-order couplings with the other modes in the potential operator, as done in VSCF.[@cit49] The resulting set of modals would lead to more compact VCI and VCC expansions than those based on the modals from eqn (26). However, modals obtained from eqn (26) are sufficient to assess the quality of our algorithm and demonstrate that bases different from the harmonic ones can be used. The one-mode basis is then obtained by solving eqn (26), expressing every single-particle basis function as a linear combination of 50 distributed Gaussian functions. We calculate the one- and two-body integrals in the resulting modal basis and express the Hamiltonian as in eqn (12). We optimize the ground-state equilibrium geometry of CO~2~ using density functional theory with the B3LYP exchange--correlation functional[@cit69] and the cc-pVTZ[@cit70] basis set. We approximate the PES with a quartic force field calculated by semi-numerical differentiation of the analytical Hessian as implemented in Gaussian.[@cit71]

All VQE calculations are run with Qiskit.[@cit72] In the calculations using the SwapRZ and RYRZ circuits, we set the penalty term *μ* in eqn (19) to 10^5^ (we find empirically that values below this threshold do not proscribe the convergence to the vacuum state). In all VQE simulations, we apply the exact unitary matrix representation of the circuit on the reference ONV state (see above) without taking into account sampling, decoherence and gate noise. The VQE parameters are all initialized to zero. We use the constrained optimization by linear approximation (COBYLA)[@cit73] optimizer for which no gradient calculation is needed. The results of the simulations are reported in [Fig. 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

![(a) Convergence of the VQE algorithm for the calculation of the vibrational ground state of CO~2~ in the 2 modes and 2 modals per node representation of the PES. A penalty term (eqn (19)) is added to the Hamiltonian in order to enforce the conservation of one modal per mode. (b) Same as in (a) but without the addition of the penalty term.](d0sc01908a-f2){#fig2}

We note that the convergence for both the SwapRZ and the RYRZ circuits is generally slower than with UVCCSD. Convergence is reached after 47 iterations for UVCCSD and only after 8000 iterations for SwapRZ, and after more than 10 000 for RYRZ. The slow convergence observed with both heuristic approaches is most likely due to the addition of the penalty term in the Hamiltonian (see eqn (19)), which constraints to the optimization. To verify this conjecture and compare the different approaches in an unbiased way, we repeated, when possible, the VQE optimization for the heuristic *Ansatz* without the penalty term. In the case of the RYRZ circuit, this operation was not successful as the *Ansatz*, not conserving the overall modal occupation, is converging towards the vacuum state. Conversely, even if the SwapRZ *Ansatz* also does not ensure the occupation of a single modal per mode, in this case the energy gap between two modals is large enough to prevent the algorithm to converge towards states with the incorrect occupation numbers such as, for instance, the state \|11, 00 also does not ensure the occupation of a single modal per mode, in this case the energy gap between two modals is large enough to prevent the algorithm to converge towards states with the incorrect occupation numbers such as, for instance, the state \|11, 00〉. Hence, we performed an optimization with the SwapRZ . Hence, we performed an optimization with the SwapRZ *Ansatz* and the original unmodified Hamiltonian to assess the effect of the addition of the penalty term, and compare the results with the UVCC approach (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To this end we used VQE circuits of depths 1, 2 and 3. The corresponding number of entangling gates is 56, 24, 48, and 72 for the UVCCSD, SwapRZ1, SwapRZ2, and SwapRZ3 Ansatz, which correspond to a number of variational parameters of 3, 14, 24, and 34, respectively. As in the previous case, all parameters are initialized to zero and the optimization is performed with the COBYLA algorithm. The results in [Fig. 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} confirm that the penalty term in eqn (19) was the main reason for the slow convergence. Nevertheless, even if the optimization is faster when removing the penalty term, UVCCSD still outperforms SwapRZ for all depths. This result is expected because of the larger number of variational parameters appearing in the heuristic circuits. Moreover, it was pointed out that Barren plateaus may further slow down the convergence of the heuristic Ansatz with the increase of the dimensionality of the system.[@cit74],[@cit75] However, there is still no clear evidence that Barren plateaus will play an important role when using the UVCC *Ansatz*, since physically motivated reductions of the number of variational parameters can be applied, at the cost of reducing the accuracy of the calculation.[@cit54],[@cit55],[@cit76]--[@cit79] Additionally, the convergence rate when working with the UVCC *Ansatz* for larger, strongly anharmonic molecules may be improved by initializing the VQE parameters with a more accurate guess. As already suggested for the electronic-structure case, such a guess may be constructed from the VMP2 wavefunction.[@cit5]

These observations suggest that an efficient wavefunction *Ansatz* must be physically motivated and be parametrized by a small number of variational parameters.

3.2. Performance of the CHC *Ansatz*
------------------------------------

To reduce the circuit depth without sacrificing the accuracy, we approximate the UVCC wavefunction with the CHC *Ansatz* (eqn (24) and (25)). The scaling of UVCC and CHC in terms of number of CNOT gates and number of parameters is shown on [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} for three molecules: CO~2~, H~2~CO and HCOOC. For all these cases, we constructed the reference modal basis as described for CO~2~, *i.e.* from the eigenfunctions of the one-body Hamiltonian of eqn (26), based on geometries optimized with B3LYP/cc-pVTZ and calculating the anharmonic quartic force field by including all third-order and the semi-diagonal fourth-order terms.

###### Quantum circuit resource estimation for the calculation of the ground-state vibrational energy of CO~2~, H~2~CO, and HCOOH with the UVCC and CHC approaches including single and double excitations. The number of CNOT gates (CX) is given for both approaches. The number of variational parameters is the same in both wavefunctions

  Molecule   Modes     Modals   CX UVCC   CX CHC   Parameters
  ---------- --------- -------- --------- -------- ------------
  CO~2~      4         2        304       44       10
  4          2640      348      66                 
  6          7280      940      170                
  8          14 224    1820     322                
  10         23 472    2988     522                
  H~2~CO     6         2        744       102      21
  4          6552      846      153                
  6          18 120    2310     405                
  8          35 448    4494     777                
  10         58 536    7398     1269               
  HCOOH      9         2        1764      234      45
  4          15 660    1998     351                
  6          43 380    5490     945                
  8          84 924    10 710   1827               
  10         140 292   17 658   2997               

We study the CHC circuit for CO~2~ with different number of modes and modals per mode (see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The results are of reasonable accuracy, with deviations \<15 cm^--1^ compared to the exact diagonalization energies. As expected, CHC works best with two modals per mode since the entangling blocks are always applied to a state of the subspace with the correct symmetry, and therefore it does not create configurations with the wrong number of particles. Errors increase with the number of modals per mode.

![VQE convergence for CO~2~ with different number of modes and modals based on the UVCC and CHC approaches including single and double excitations.](d0sc01908a-f3){#fig3}

The CHC approach appears as a promising approximation for the calculation of the vibrational ground state in near-term, noisy quantum computers, offering a favourable balance between accuracy (in the sense of state representability) and sensitivity to noise (*e.g.*, gate errors and qubit decoherence). However, the accuracy decreases with the number of excitations included in the CHC *Ansatz*. In particular, when the excitations are truncated to second order the error increases as ![](d0sc01908a-t41.jpg){#ugt41} (where *N* is the number of modals per mode and *L* the number of modes). Therefore, when scaling to larger systems the error can be controlled by treating parts of the excitations exactly with UVCC and parts with the approximated CHC *Ansatz*. Moreover, the number of excitations can be reduced using traditional approaches for the selection of the relevant subset.[@cit54],[@cit55],[@cit76]--[@cit79]

3.3. Quantum computation of vibrational structures on existing hardware
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In the presence of typical hardware noise, the lower accuracy observed for the CHC *Ansatz* is balanced by the advantage of an implementation that requires a shorter circuit depth. To study this effect, we use both UVCC and CHC circuits in simulations with realistic noise models and in hardware calculations with the 20-qubit processor *ibmq_almaden*.

In the first case, we fix the number of modes to two and progressively increase the number of modals per mode from two to four. The gate angles, {*θ*~*i*~}, defining the circuit gates are initiated randomly and restricted within the range --0.2 ≤ *θ*~*i*~ ≤ 0.2 (for small angles the reference configuration remains largely dominant. Hence, CHC is expected to lead to a reasonable approximation of UVCC for the same set of variational parameters). The noise model includes only depolarization errors for single- and two-qubit gates, for which the corresponding error rates are based on the average gate depolarization error associated to all qubits in the *ibmq_almaden* 20-qubit device. These are 7 × 10^--4^, 1.4 × 10^--3^ and 2.2 × 10^--2^ for U2, U3 and CNOT gates, respectively. The density matrix, *ρ*~2~, obtained from the evolution with noise is used to compute the fidelity, ![](d0sc01908a-t42.jpg){#ugt42} with respect to the density matrix *ρ*~1~ of the pure state obtained from the exact simulation with the UVCC *Ansatz* (note that for both CHC and UVCC, the exact UVCC state is taken as reference as this remains our target in the absence as well as in the presence of the noise). This process is repeated 10 times for different sets of parameters (gate angles). The fidelities obtained with both UVCC and CHC are shown as a function of the system size in [Fig. 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The corresponding number of CNOT gates is also given in [Fig. 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} for two modes and two modals per mode, and for two modes and four modals per mode. These results suggest that in the presence of noise a better accuracy is reached with the CHC *Ansatz* rather than with the UVCC *Ansatz*. We repeated the experiment with a quantum processor (*ibmq_almaden*, 20 qubits) and a system size corresponding to two modes and two modals per mode (for a total of 4 qubits). [Fig. 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the histogram of the final states probability distributions corresponding to a single trial (one set of gate parameters) sampled with 8000 measurements. Finally, we performed a VQE optimization to determine the vibrational ground state of CO~2~ with both Ansatz and using the same error model and error rates described above. In this case, the optimization is performed with the Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA) algorithm.[@cit80] The convergence profiles in presence of noise are shown in [Fig. 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} in dotted lines. In both cases, the converged energy values are far from the true ground state energy (dashed line at 592.5 cm^--1^). However, when repeating the same calculations with smaller error rates (2.2 × 10^--4^) we achieve a better convergence in both cases (also shown in [Fig. 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} in full lines), approaching the exact value with CHC. These results confirm that, with the present level of hardware noise, compact heuristic circuits such as the ones obtained with the CHC *Ansatz* outperform the original UVCC *Ansatz*.

![(a) Fidelities of the states obtained with the noisy quantum channels for two modes and different number of modals per mode: (*N*~*m*~1~~, *N*~*m*~2~~). (b) Histograms of the state probability distributions corresponding to the (2,2) setup obtained for both Ansatz with the 20-qubit *ibmq_almaden* chip and 8000 measurements for each expectation value. We report the distributions for a single set of the qubit parameters. The reference corresponds to the exact solution obtained with the UVCC *Ansatz*. (c) VQE convergence for CO~2~ with 2 modes and 2 modals per mode. The optimization steps shown in red for UVCC and blue for CHC. The dotted lines are obtained with the noise model described in the text whereas the full curves are obtained with a similar noise model where the 2-qubits error rate is reduced from 2.2 × 10^--2^ to 2.2 × 10^--4^.](d0sc01908a-f4){#fig4}

3.4. Quantum computation of the vibrational excited states of CO~2~
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We calculate the vibrational excitation energies of the CO~2~ molecule in the following sub-spaces: (A) the 2 bending modes with 2 modals per mode; (B) the 2 bending modes with 4 modals per mode and (C) all 4 modes (*i.e.*, the 2 bending, the symmetric stretching and the antisymmetric stretching modes) with 2 modals per mode. For all three cases, we limit the qEOM operators to 1- and 2-body excitation operators to restrict the number of extra measurements. The ground state is approximated by running a VQE calculation with both UVCC and CHC. The results of these (noise-free) simulations are presented in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}. The reference values are obtained from the exact diagonalization of the system Hamiltonian.

###### Lowest-lying excitation energies of a CO~2~ molecule calculated with the qEOM algorithm and different circuit Ansatz. The vibrational ground state is prepared with a classical simulation of the VQE algorithm

             Modes      Modals     Reference   UVCC       CHC
  ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ----------
  A          2          2          574.441     574.450    574.441
  1438.778   1438.789   1438.789                          
  2063.261   2063.255   2063.269                          
  B          2          4          496.697     496.6680   479.2900
  1073.420   1073.418   1063.520                          
  1460.074   1460.084   1452.494                          
  1642.996   1642.978   1634.296                          
  2024.187   2024.123   2016.191                          
  2498.060   2498.037   2492.031                          
  C          4          2          534.908     534.682    534.774
  559.330    559.193    559.274                           
  1098.527   1121.205   1121.298                          
  1267.081   1267.910   1268.086                          
  1855.895   1874.657   1874.732                          
  1880.816   1901.110   1901.130                          

In case (A) all excitation energies are found with an accuracy \<1 cm^--1^. For (B), the accuracy is lower for CHC compared to UVCC. This is expected since for a large number of modals the accuracy of CHC ground state calculations decreases. Finally, case (C) shows that higher order excitations need to be included in ![](d0sc01908a-t43.jpg){#ugt43} in order to reach an accuracy of about 1 cm^--1^ for the highest excitation energies with both wavefunction Ansatz.

4. Discussion
=============

The proposed quantum algorithms for the calculation of the vibrational frequencies support PES representations and modals routinely employed in state-of-the-art traditional calculations. This enables a fair comparison of the scaling of the classical and quantum vibrational structure algorithms that provides an estimate of the resources required to reach a quantum advantage in vibrational-structure calculations. As mentioned in the introduction, large-scale vibrational structure calculations are nowadays possible either with efficient VCI algorithms[@cit10],[@cit13]--[@cit15],[@cit81] or with non-linear wavefunction parametrizations, as is done in vDMRG[@cit16] and VCC.[@cit11],[@cit12],[@cit45],[@cit46] The latter algorithm is the direct classical counterpart of our UVCC-based quantum algorithm and will be our reference for comparing the scaling with its quantum counterpart.

The scaling of VCC depends on the order of the highest degree of excitation that is included in the ![](d0sc01908a-t44.jpg){#ugt44} operator (eqn (14)). For instance, VCC\[2pt3\] comprises all two-mode excitations and treats triple excitations perturbatively and can be applied, in its straightforward formulation, to molecules with up to seven atoms, such as ethylene oxide[@cit82] including six modals for each vibrational mode. The simulation of such molecules on quantum hardware would require 90 qubits. The corresponding circuit that includes single and double excitations, and approximates triple excitations with the CHC *Ansatz* (which we denote as UVCCSD(T)) would contain about 10^6^ CNOT gates. By approximating also the single and double excitations with CHC, the number of 2-qubit gates drops to about 10^4^. Currently, the state-of-the-art quantum hardware comprises about 50 qubits and has a coherence time supporting circuits with no more than 10^2^ CNOT gates. The 2-qubit error rate of about 10^--2^ is currently the limiting factor for running such circuits in the state-of-the-art hardware. By improving the 2-qubit gate fidelity and according to the estimated evolution of the quantum volume in superconducting quantum computers,[@cit83] molecules of the dimensions of ethylene oxide will become accessible using the proposed algorithm within the next generation of quantum hardware.

Molecules with up to seven atoms and described by a maximum of four-mode excitations can be studied with VCC by adopting a tensor-factorized representation of the amplitudes.[@cit84],[@cit85] The inclusion of three- and four-body coupling terms in the potential and in the VCC wavefunction leaves the number of qubits required unchanged. However, it also induces a raise in both the circuit depth and the number of measurements *i.e.*, number of terms in the Hamiltonian. For the electronic Hamiltonian, Motta and co-workers showed[@cit86] that tensor factorizations can be used to reduce the number of measurements and circuit depth for fermionic systems. We expect that the same holds true also for the vibrational case, and we will consider such extension in future works.

The computational cost of VCC depends also on the choice of the coordinates used to describe the Hamiltonian. It is known that for particular choices, such as local modes[@cit87] or VSCF-optimized coordinates, the size of the off-diagonal anharmonic couplings can be significantly reduced. This procedure has been already exploited to speed up traditional VCC calculations[@cit88] including only excitations between modes localized on the same portion of the molecules. This simplification has made VCC calculation feasible for systems as large as the water hexamer.[@cit88] Our algorithm supports any choice of the reference coordinate system. In the same way, the UVCC circuit can be adapted to a local mode representation by allowing only gates representing excitations for modes localized on nearby portions of the molecule. For instance, in water clusters[@cit15] one could apply the UVCC circuit for excitations localized on one water molecule and include an approximated treatment of inter-fragment correlations with CHC.

5. Conclusions
==============

We designed and compared different quantum computing strategies to calculate the vibrational structure of molecular systems amenable to near-term quantum computers. We represented the vibrational wavefunction and PES in the *n*-mode-based Fock space[@cit11],[@cit33] that supports an arbitrary one-body reference basis and PES expressed as a generic many-body expansion. This enabled us to overcome the limitations of recent algorithms[@cit31],[@cit32] that rely on a harmonic-based reference and are, therefore, not flexible enough for strongly anharmonic systems. We compared state-of-the-art circuits to prepare the wavefunction of a two-dimensional Hamiltonian modelling the nuclear dynamics of CO~2~ and introduced the Compact Heuristic circuit for Chemistry (CHC). On the one hand, the Unitary Vibrational Coupled Cluster (UVCC) delivers the most accurate vibrational energies, but at the price of very deep circuits that are difficult to implement on currently available quantum hardware already for three-atom molecules. On the other hand, heuristic circuits provide less accurate vibrational energies, while being shallower. In this work, we showed how CHC represents a good compromise, combining the advantages of both UVCC and heuristic wavefunction approaches. However, the CHC wavefunction does not fulfill the symmetries of the vibrational Hamiltonian. Therefore one first needs to project it onto the correct symmetry subspace before evaluating the vibrational energy. This effect is only minor for the systems studied here, but we expect it becomes larger for strongly anharmonic molecules. In those cases, a modal basis obtained from a VSCF calculation can significantly improve the accuracy. A second limitation of our algorithm is that each modal is mapped to a different qubit. Therefore, a large portion of the qubit Hilbert space does not correspond to a physically acceptable state. Occupation number vectors based on alternative mappings, such as the ones introduced in [@cit32], produce more compact representations of the vibrational states. However, the reduction in the number of qubits comes at the cost of an increase in the circuit depth for the representation of the wavefunction. Heuristic circuits inspired by the CHC strategy, but adapted to these more compact mappings, could enable the calculation of vibrational energies for molecules with more than three atoms on a state-of-the-art quantum computer. Finally, we extended the quantum Equation Of Motion (qEOM)[@cit27] approach to calculate vibrational excitation energies and applied it to the CO~2~ molecule.

This work also sets the fundamentals for the quantum computation of the ground-state energy of interacting fermions and bosons, such as polaronic[@cit89] or quantum optics Hamiltonians.[@cit90] In the quantum-chemistry context, this is the case of the pre-Born--Oppenheimer molecular Hamiltonian[@cit91],[@cit92] that has been studied so far with the quantum phase estimation algorithm.[@cit93] Moreover, the algorithm can be extended to the time domain (*e.g.*, using the time-dependent Schrödinger formalism of [@cit94]) to address quantum dynamics.
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